First Guidelines Working Group Charter of the Girl’s right

Members:
- Pinella Bombaci Regional Coordinator BPW Europe
- Caterina Mazzella BPW ITALY
- Fiorella Annibali BPW ITALY
- Dana Sas BPW Arad Romania
- BPW Turkey (TBD)

Task:
The aim is to export to all European Federations and Clubs the formidable action and campaign realized in Italy on this issue, to defend the rights of the Girl, woman of the future.

- To write to all European Federations and Clubs asking to involve their Municipalities to adopt the Charter and to diffuse it among the young people, the families and the schools. In general among the educational agencies.

- To follow this action and collect the results, informing the ECC.

This is enough to start!
Proud to work with you,
Pinella
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